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Writing is easy. All you
have to do is cross out the
wrong words.

Mark Twain (maybe)

MEJ Newsletter
Peculiar Activities update
I have submitted the final galley (proof copy) of the manuscript today to The
Wild Rose Press. I should know a release date by the end of the month. More to
come --This month, a selection from Chapter Five:
“Our analysis of the tire tracks at the Angel Park murder show it is likely from an SUV
or similar vehicle. And one more thing,” I said.
Commissioner Bates crossed his arms. “Go on.”
“We found pine needles at Angel Park, but that section of the park has no pine trees.
The needles came from Pitch Pine trees, which are the same species growing behind the
strip mall with the pawnshop.”
Bates rubbed his forehead again and stared at his phone. “Fine … that’s likely where
they did it. God, I hate this for Dick’s family. But we might as well move on to the Angel
Park murder. My assistant changed my other meeting to three o’clock this afternoon, and
now I have a little time.”
I took a deep breath and continued. “We believe Čazim is a person of interest in the
Angel Park murder, or at least it’s planning. We can’t be certain one way or another that
Archie Sullivan wasn’t also a participant—”
“Oh, no.”
“—that Sullivan wasn’t also a participant or even the Kastrati clan—”
Eddie waved a hand. “Sir, I’ve been concerned about Rijad Kastrati for a long time. His
bunch runs the Bosnian community like a poor man’s Mafioso. But I’m surprised by the
way this has turned.”
Marconi rubbed her cold hands together. “I don’t think it’s him, at least directly.”
Bates nodded. “I get it. You’ve investigated or watched over his gang for many years,
and it’s natural to think you ‘know’ someone. But I must tell you this reminds me of a
case I had in Baltimore many years ago. We tracked Irish Mob thugs, but it turned out
they were much more sophisticated than we thought, reaching into the worst
neighborhoods in the city. We finally arrested a dozen and charged them with fifteen
murders.”
Eddie nodded. “Yes, sir … something seems off, though.”

Check out the book trailer on my website: mejbooksllc.com
All photos used in the video and elsewhere are mine or
purchased through available resources.

Too much, too little, or just right?
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Marketing - How far do you go and how much do you spend?
These days, most publishers push the marketing process down to
the author. If you are self-published, you do that and everything
else. Promotional materials can be eye catching and gain the
interest of a potential customer … or the materials may be a
waste of money. You may spend two hundred dollars on pens and
notebooks with your logo, requiring sales of two hundred or so
books to break even. Each author must make that decision
whether the return on investment is feasible. Here’s to fun buying
sprees and lots of sales.

